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Made using 
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materials

Includes Storage
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Download the App

3+
yrs

Recommended 
ages

Locally Made

Magnetic

Green Choice

90cm (W)
60cm (D)
60cm (H)

Size of 
product

Training 2s – Tactile & Fine Motor Kit
PK21022K    $99.95

Improve children’s tactile responses and hand muscles. Kit includes Touch N Feel Shapes 
(PK21023), Sensory Marble Maze Set of 3 (PK21022), Colourful Snapping Chains (PK21025) 
and Lacing Fun (PK21017). Resources available individually online also.

Training 2s – Colourful Snapping Chains
PK21025 $25.95

Training 2s – Touch N Feel Shapes
PK21023 $39.95

Training 2s – Sensory Marble Maze
PK21022 $34.95

Training 2s – Lacing Fun
PK21017 $19.95

Attention & Concentration 6
Calming & Relaxation 5
Fine Motor Skills 17
Gross Motor Skills 21
Language & Communication 14
Memory & Visual Perception 16
Oral Motor Development 20
Sensory Processing 3
Social & Emotional 12
Tactile Learning 9

$120.80
NOW ONLY 
$9995

SAVE 
$20.85
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K’s Kids has specially developed a series of toys called Training2s, which has been created to 
help children to improve their skills in developmentally key areas. The activities are designed 
to improve hand-eye coordination, sensory integration, body balance, fi ne and gross 
motor muscles, emotions and logical sequence. Developed by education specialists with 
professional knowledge in child development and learning.

Training2s – Sensory Integration Kit
PK2100K    $259.95

Specially developed resources called to help children to improve their sensory integration. Kit includes calming 
shoulder pad, small calming lap pad, large calming lap pad, oral muscle teether set of 4 and a resistance tunnel.

$287.60

$25995
SAVE $27.65

Calming Lap Pad
PK21002 Small - Weight: 1.36kg. Size: 60(L) x 22cm(W) $59.95
PK21003 Large - Weight: 2.27kg. Size: 70(L) x 25cm(W) $71.95

Improve focus and concentration with these calming and comforting lap pads. Some children may be easily distracted 
by the external environment. They fi nd it hard to focus and concentrate during study. Weighted lap pads can improve 
the sensory processing for children. The lap pads are designed for children who have trouble sitting still. Put the 
weighted pads on your child’s thighs. This can enhance his/her proprioception and increase the awareness 
of the position of his body. It can also give your child a sense of security, help him to stay calm and reduce anxiety. 
Ages 3+ years

PK21002
PK21003

Small lap 
pad pictured

Oral Muscle Teether
PK21015-4 Pack of 4 $49.95
PK21015 Each $12.95

This easy to hold teether will help train mouth and 
jaw muscles. Mouth muscles are closely related 
to the skill of speech and articulation. The normal 
swallowing action requires coordination of jaws 
and tongue. Size: 10.5(L) x 7.5(W)cm.

Resistance Tunnel
PK21005 Each $59.95

Develop body awareness and motor planning. The 
vestibular system is important for children’s balance 
and control of body postures. Let children crawl 
through the Resistance Tunnel to strengthen their 
arms and legs and receive proprioceptive input. 
The Resistance Tunnel is made of elastic fabric, so it 
wraps itself around children’s bodies while they are 
crawling. There are also di� erent textures inside the 
tunnel to stimulate children’s senses. This training 
tool allows children to experience varying degrees 
of resistance and deep-touch input. It also 
reduces sensory and tactile defensiveness. 
Size: 180(L) x 39cm(W).

Calming Shoulder Pad
PK21001-2 Set of 2 $75.95
PK21001 Each $43.95

Improve focus and concentration with this weighted 
shoulder pad. Some children may be easily 
distracted by the external environment. Put the 
weighted pad on your child’s shoulders. This can 
enhance his/her proprioception and increase the 
awareness of the position of his/her body. It can 
improve sensory processing and concentration. 
It can also give your child a sense of security, help 
him stay calm and reduce anxiety. Weight 0.78kg. 
Size: 26(L) x 42cm(W). Ages 3+ years

18+
mths

$51.80

$4995
SAVE $1.85

Sensory Processing  Inclusive Education

Buy 
set of 2 

and 
SAVE 

$11.95
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Inclusive Education  Sensory Processing

Body Sock Panta Mimo Blue
EZ44600-2 Set of 2 $124.95
EZ44600 Each $67.95

The Panta Mimo Body Sock combines children’s love of dressing up and 
hiding. Young children can rely on their own senses and respond to the feel 
of using the Body Sock. Allowing children to play and move about freely 
encourages and challenges self-awareness and self-confi dence, sense 
of balance, orientation skills, concentration and coordination. Made from 
elastane. Measures 120 x 75cm. Ages 3+ years

Air Cushion Seat Set
WY4302-2 Set of 2 $99.95
WY4302 Each $55.95

Air Cushion is an infl atable dynamic balloon. It can be used on the fl oor to 
strengthen lower body muscles and to train for balance as well. One side of 
the cushion is bump-studded while the other side is more gently textured 
to provide users with di� erent sensations to enhance the sense of 
touch and coordination. Measures 35cm diameter. Maximum load 
100kg. All ages.

Backpatter’s Seat – Blue
LS303B Each $139.95

Caregivers can sit comfortably on the fl oor with this space-saving seat! Our 
ingenious adjustable seat provides cushioned back support and is ideal for 
soothing children at naptime, reading a story on the carpet & so much more. 
Just lift the back of the seat to a comfortable height—then lay it fl at 
for storage! Removable microfi bre cover is machine-washable; seat is 
55.5cm(W)

®

Gently 
textured

Bumpy 
side

Calming Weighted Resource Set
TTS2021K Set of 2 $179.95

Kit includes Shoulder Weight (TTS2021) and 
Weighted Blanket (TTS2229).  

Calming Weighted Resource
TTS2021 Shoulder Weight $69.95
TTS2229 Weighted Blanket $129.95

Deep pressure and sensory weighted pillows are comforting for 
children with sensory seeking behaviours and helps children to focus 
and participate. 

Optional blue 
cover included

Red on 
reverse 

side

$199.90

$17995
SAVE $19.95

TTS2021

TTS2229

$135.90

$12495
SAVE $10.95

Half Massage UFO Ball
WY0304-2 Set of 2 $99.95
WY0304 40cm diameter $55.95

The ball is great for tactile stimulation 
balancing exercises and lots of fun games. 
It also makes a great seat. Ball 
measures 40cm in diameter. 
Maximum load 100kg. All ages.

WY0304-2
$111.90

$9995
SAVE $11.95
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Aroma-Bloom Di� user 
– Turquoise
LIV204 Each $119.95

The Aroma-Bloom will instantly purify, 
cleanse and refresh the atmosphere 
and create more negative ions to 
improve general wellbeing. The 
essential oils are easily absorbed 
to assist your wellbeing. Operates 
up to 8 hours continuously 18 hours 
intermittently. No heat source is used, 
uses Ultrasonic Cool Mist technology. 
The Aroma-Bloom has a 200ml water 
capacity and features an auto switch 
o�  on low water level. The mist and 
lamp are controlled independently 
and the mist dispersion covers 15-20 
sq/m. Measures 15 x 23.5cm.

Breathe Certifi ed Organic Oil 
LIV311 10ml $21.95

100% Certifi ed Organic Oil. Opens the 
airways, relieves congested breathing, 
and assists in eliminating airborne 
bacteria. A fresh aroma that awakens 
all your senses. The ‘Breathe’ blend 
consists of Eucalyptus, Rosemary, 
Lemongrass, Orange, Lemon and 
Cinnamon Leaf.

Harmony Certifi ed 
Organic Oil
LIV312 10ml $21.95

100% Certifi ed Organic Oil. Assists 
one to feel at ease, comfortable 
and centred. May help to reduce 
anxiety, and instil positivity.  The 
‘Harmony’ blend consists of Sweet 
Orange, Cedarwood, Bergamot, and 
Geranium.

Relaxation Certifi ed 
Organic Oil
LIV313 10ml $21.95

100% Certifi ed Organic Oil. To help 
unwind, relax, and de-stress. A 
beautiful soft and gentle aroma, which 
nurtures the senses. The ‘Relaxation’ 
blend consists of Cedarwood, 
Palmarosa, Lavender, Bergamot, 
Geranium and Chamomile.

Vitality Certifi ed Organic Oil
LIV315 10ml $21.95

100% Certifi ed Organic Oil. Assists 
one to feel uplifted, energised, and 
rejuvenated. O� ers a zesty aroma, 
which is uplifting to the spirit. The 
‘Vitality’ blend consists of Cinnamon 
Leaf, Lemongrass, Rosemary and 
Patchouli.

Aroma-O’mm Di� user 
– Bamboo
LIV401 Each $109.95

The Aroma-O’mm ultrasonic di� user is 
perfect for anyone seeking a ‘natural 
eco’ feel while di� using essential 
oils. Features a real bamboo fi nish. 
The soft white light at the top has two 
intensity settings. The di� user can 
operate up to 6 hours continuously or 
10 hours intermittently. No heat source 
is used, uses Ultrasonic Cool Mist 
technology. The di� user has a 100ml 
water capacity and features an auto 
switch o�  on low water level. The mist 
and lamp are controlled independently 
and the mist dispersion covers 15-20 
sq/m. Measures 9 x 15cm.

Cushions – Assorted Colours
EZ50513  Set of 10  $79.95

This beautiful collection of soft cushions will provide children’s spaces with 
loads of colour and comfort. Set of 10 in assorted colours. Each cushion 
measures 26 x 26cm. 

®

The Dark Den
TTS512    $219.95

Crawl into the den and explore the dark environment. This a� ordable square 
tunnel has lots of uses. The nylon double-skin blocks out the light and the 
side fl aps are great for observation purposes. It is 100cm square and 
is supplied with 12 poles and 8 connectors. Light accessories not 
included. Ages 3+ years

Calming & Relaxation  Inclusive Education
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Inclusive Education  Attention & Concentration

Attention Tracker
TTS0365    $99.95

Create timed tasks and manage children in a non-intrusive manner 
with the Attention Tracker. Ideally suited for use with children with 
attention and concentration di®  culties. Teachers or children can set 
the task time, 5, 10 or 20 minutes, the red, amber and green lights 
will indicate how far through the task you are. Reward or 
reprimand by adding or taking away time using the remote 
control.

Count Away Timer
NX9040-2 Set of 2 $109.95
NX9040 Each $59.95

A visual display of time passing that encourages time management and 
organisational skill. Useful for monitoring small projects, tests and tasks of up 
to one hour. The timer measures 15cm in diameter and comes with a magnet 
for easy demonstration on the whiteboard. The blue area shows how much 
time is left.

Jumbo Timer
CT2077-2 Set of 2 $44.95
CT2077 Each $24.95

This handy jumbo classroom timer features a large clear digital display that 
e� ectively times up or down in 1 second increments. Maximum time 99 
minutes 59 seconds. Featuring an integral stand and magnet mount, 
on / o�  switch. Requires 1 x AAA battery not included. Size: timer 
10(L) x 10.5(W) x 2.1cm(H), display 7.5(L) x 5.3cm(W).

Pop-Up Barrier
TTS1014    $39.95

This barrier is an essential piece of equipment 
that can be used in the classroom and placed 
between pupils to play barrier games or encourage 
independent working. The partition can also be 
used with sides and is an ideal classroom solution 
for students who have problems concentrating 
on their work and work best in a distraction free 
environment. The pop-up barrier is lightweight and 
can be easily folded and stored in a small bag. Size: 
partition 32(L) x 32(W) x 32cm(H), barrier 
size 117(L) x 32cm(W).

Handy 
storage bag
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Attention & Concentration  Inclusive Education

Time Tracker Mini
LER6909    $39.95

Set it and go! You and your students 
will reach for this super simple timer to 
support a variety of classroom activities. 
The Time Tracker Mini o�ers unique 
visual and auditory indicators, including 
a warning alarm. Just 2 dials—total alarm 
time and warning time. Total alarm time 
can be set from 5 minutes to 2 hours, in 
5-minute increments. It counts down until 
the coloured light glows, and the alarm 
sounds. Adjust volume or turn o� sound 
for visual timing. It is 7.5(D) x 12.5(H)cm. It 
requires 3 ‘AAA’ batteries which are not 
included.

Hush Buddy™ Hearing Protector
CN1700 Each $39.95

The Hush Buddy is designed for children who need increased quiet for sensitivity 
reasons if they have heightened auditory sensitivities or just need increased quiet 
for focused activities such as reading. Each Hush Buddy features an industry 
leading noise reduction rating (NRR) of 27dB. Featuring comfortable, cushioned 
ear pads that go around, not resting on, the ears to block out the maximum 
amount of external noise. The padded headband helps distributes the weight, 
making it extremely comfortable, even when worn for longer periods of time.  
The Hush Buddy is designed to fit smaller heads. There’s no assembly required, 
just put a Hush Buddy on and it’s ready to go to work. Size: 18(L) x 15(W) x 18(H)cm. 
Age 5+ years

Time Tracker  
– Visual Timer and Clock
LER6900    $89.95

It’s never been easier…or more fun to 
keep kids on track with this unique 
lighted electronic timer. You can easily 
program green, yellow and red sections 
and six sound e�ects to indicate that 
time is running out. With 180° viewing, 
it teaches time management. Perfect 
for: Study sessions, Projects, Tests, 
Experiments, Practice sessions, Classroom 
assignments, Cooking, Hearing impaired 
and hundreds more uses. Age 6+ years

Tricky Fish Game
WYKIT2 Set of 2 $59.95
WY995G  Green $37.95
WY996B Blue $37.95

Develop hand muscle control, improve reflexes and enhance hand/eye co-
ordination. Each set includes 1 board and two balls. Each board measures 25(L) 
x 21(W)cm. Ages 2+ years

$75.90

$5995
SAVE $15.95
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Inclusive Education  Attention & Concentration

Wooden Ball Tower Set
QGP40K Set of 2 $84.95

Kit contains Wooden Rainmaker (QGP40) and Pound a Ball Tower (QGP019). Contents may vary. Age 3+ years

$91.90

$8495
SAVE $6.95

Wooden Rainmaker
QGP40    $36.95

Turn the wooden tower upside 
down and watch the colourful 
balls cascading down! This toy 
o� ers a fun way for young people 
to explore the concept of gravity and 
sound. All balls are fully enclosed. Tower 
measures 10(D) x 26(H)cm.

Pound a Ball Tower
QGP019    $54.95

Pound the balls from the top 
and enjoy watching the 
colourful balls rolling through 
the rainbow track! This is a great toy 
for eye tracking and motor skills. 
Made from plantation timber. Tower 
measures 16(D) x 40(H)cm. Age 3+ years

6+
mths

Fidget Toy 
Resource Pack
TTS514K Pack of 30 $169.95

Children with sensory seeking behaviours will fi nd that these fi dget resources help to calm the senses and redirect attention to the task at hand. A hands-on 
classroom pack of fi dget balls and toys to assist with concentration and attention. Kit includes Squeezers Set of 12, Pu� er Balls Set of 12 and Giant Squidgy 
Sparkle Circles Set of 6.

Colour Changing Touch Board
LS416    $97.95

Children press their hands on this colour changing board and leave behind a 
surprising impression. This heat sensitive board changes colours as little fi ngers 
trace letters, draw shapes and more, giving them hours of delightful fi ne motor 
practice. The hardwood board features an easy grip handle and comes complete 
with a guide. The board measures 33 x 42cm. Age 3+ years

Image Captor
CUS9993 Set of 3 $109.95

Make an impression by pushing against the metal pins for 3D art sculptures or 
interesting cause and e� ect relationships. Adult supervision is recommended. 
Age 4+ years

$206.70

$16995
SAVE $36.75
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Tactile Learning  Inclusive Education

$109.90

$7995
SAVE $29.95

Kinetic Sand 
and Tray Sensory Kit
DSN1505K    $79.95

Kit contains a 1 x Box of Kinetic Sand – 5kg (DSN1505) 
and 1 x See-Through Activity Tub (EDU0009). Contents 
may vary.

Kinetic Sand – Natural
DSN1501 1kg box $19.95
DSN1505 5kg box $59.95

Easy-to-shape sand that moulds into simple desktop designs. Playing with 
Kinetic Sand can provide a moment of relaxation for both young and old. 
Kinetic Sand is 98% pure sand and conforms to relevant standards. Washable Sensory 

Play Materials Set
LS279K Kit $369.95

Children will love to explore their tactile sense with these textured play 
materials. This complete set consists of the Hard & Bumpy Balls, Soft & Pliable 
Noodles and the Sandy & Smooth Beads supplied with 3 plastic 
containers 36(L) x 20(W) x 21(H)cm. The materials are all fully 
washable plastic to enable them to be used over again for many 
years to come. Ages 3+ years

$420.80

$36995
SAVE $50.85

Skwooshi – Single 85g Container
SKW30003 Pack of 12 $74.95

Skwooshi is an incredible mouldable, stretchable dough that never dries out. It is mess free, 100% non toxic and wheat and casein free. Children can create 
amazing shapes, characters, construct with it and mix colours. Can be played with on any surface, Skwooshi doesn’t stick to or stain any fabrics or carpets. Set 
contains 12 Skwooshi dough (85g) containers with 6 di� erent colours – Blue, Red, Green, Yellow, Purple and Orange. Ages 3+ years 
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Inclusive Education  Tactile Learning

Teaching Tac Tiles
LER9075 Set $39.95

Tactile learning is a bag full of fun! Colourful, engaging pieces with rich textures (smooth, bumpy, ridged, and rough) provide a great way to engage a child’s 
senses and strengthen fi ne motor skills. Reach into the bag to fi nd two matching shapes or textures only by touch, or follow the Activity Cards. Learn 
shape identifi cation while building vocabulary, and early maths skills. Includes 20 pieces in 5 shapes and 4 textures, and 10 Activity Cards. Shapes 
measure 5cm in length. Ages 3+ years

Perception Spheres
These beautiful spheres come in eight di¥ erent clear colours and are soft and warm to the touch. The very youngest 
children will enjoy handling them in free sensory play or as part of a treasure basket collection. Older children will fi nd them 
fascinating as they hold them up and look through them seeing the world around them in di¥ erent colours. The way light 
behaves when children look through the spheres they will also see the world from a di¥ erent angle. Size: 5cm diameter. 
Ages: all ages

Perception Semi Spheres
CT2602 Set of 8 $99.95

When a hemisphere is placed on top of an object it magnifi es it by 
4 or 5 times to give a view that is both a di� erent colour and enlarged.

Silishapes Sensory Circle Set
CT4517 Set $94.95

This set comprises 10 textured circular discs made from ultra-soft fl exible silicon – 5 large and 5 small. On the surface 
of each circle is a pattern that is distinctive and di� erent from the rest of the set. Children can feel these textures and 
discover their di� erences. Placing the small circles into the feely bag provided 
they can see if they can describe or predict the pattern they are feeling. 
Using their feet they can walk over the large sensory circles to see if 
they can tell them apart. Made from silicon which is strong, safe to 
handle and ultra-soft to the touch. On the fl oor, the circles will grip 
and not slip even on a shiny surface and after use they can 
be washed by hand or popped into a dishwasher set on a 
high temperature to clean them thoroughly without harm. 
Size: 8(L) x 3.5cm(D). Age 3+ years 

Perception Spheres
CT2604 Set of 8 $119.95

Holding two or three Perception Spheres together creates new colours and 
hues; using the Spheres on a light panel will enhance the children’s 
opportunities for colour mixing.

Inclusive Education  Tactile Learning
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Tactile Learning  Inclusive Education

Tactile Balls
CT2448 Pack of 6 $65.95

Six di� erently coloured soft-plastic air fi lled balls of the right size to enable 
toddlers and young children to hold them, examine and to discover their 
di� erences. Each ball gives a satisfying and rewarding squeak sound 
as you squeeze it. Set includes 6 balls with di� erent distinctive 
surface textures. Can also be used for pattern making in sand 
play. Size: average 11cm(D). 

Sensory Rainbow Glitter Balls
CT2098 Set of 7 $39.95

A perfect resource for young children with fascinating sparkling stardust that 
swirls around the inside of the balls as they are moved. Ideal for captivating 
the imagination and improving concentration skills. Set of 7 in red, 
silver, gold, green, blue, pink and blue. Size: 6.5cm in diameter. 
Ages 3+ years

12+
mths

Feely Tubs
ZZ9030 Set of 4 $59.95

Feely tubs are perfect for concealing items from children and 
getting them to use their sense of touch to identify the contents. 
Children will learn about texture and shape and will create their own 
guessing games with endless possibilities. This classroom resource 
also makes it possible to investigate probability by again concealing 
either di� erent shapes or di� erent coloured beads in each pot. 
Younger children will combine learning about colour, shape and 
texture while developing their memory and imaginative skills. Set 
consists of 4 stackable pots that are light, portable and easy to 
store. Each tub is 15cm high and 12.5cm in diameter. Ages 3+ years

Sensory Ball Pack with Bag
CT2446 Pack of 20 $89.95

A selection of 20 balls with di� erent textures, colours, density and bounce 
properties. The balls are supplied in a black feely bag. Size: largest 
ball 7.5cm(D), smallest ball 5cm(D). Table not included. Ages 3+ years

Colour, shape
& texture
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Inclusive Education  Social & Emotional  

I Am So 
Happy Game
RO4088 Game $109.95

Learn to recognise and name the four basic emotions with this game. The 
children take turns in rotating the dial. When the dial stops, the child whose 
turn it is, takes a card with the same face as indicated by the dial and places 
it on his assignment card. The fi rst to fi ll his or her assignment card wins the 
game. The assignment cards are all di� erent. It is possible to do a group 
activity with the large emotions cards. Hang the cards on the wall, cut out 
magazine pictures of people with the same emotions and place them next 
to the emotion cards or use the cards for a group discussion. Suitable for 
4 children. Size: 22.5 (L) x 22.5(W) x 5(H)cm. Age 3+ years

Training 2s – Look at Me Feelings Game
PK21028 Set $54.95

This game helps children develop social interaction skills. Some children may 
have di®  culties in expressing their feelings and understanding others’ feelings. 
These children normally will avoid direct eye contact with others. It is di®  cult 
for them to process the information received through normal eye contacts. This 
game is designed to help children to familiarise the relationship between eye 
expressions and feelings. It comes with two hand puppets and di� erent facial 
features and accessories. The eyes, mouths and eyebrows can be placed in 
di� erent positions to show di� erent emotions and help children understand 
them. Size: 22(W) x 16.5(H)cm. Age 3+ years

Understanding Feelings Pack
CT2402     $64.95

The Understanding Feelings set has been designed to help children 
to learn about a range of feelings and to enable them to communicate 
more e� ectively with others. Set includes 13 acetate faces all with di� erent 
feeling expressions. These can be placed on a table, window or light 
panel. Also included in the pack; an A3 poster of these expressions 
plus 3 blank white face-shaped boards for use with wipe o�  markers, 
3 blank acetate faces and 3 face-shaped mirrors to observe 
self-expression. The set comes complete with a teacher’s guide 
with suggested activities and questions to pose. Light table 
CT3004 – A3  not included, available separately.

Feelings & Emotions Memory Pairs
FR995 56 Pieces $28.95

A game of recognition and memory based on a variety of 
expressions, feelings and everyday emotions. Cylinder includes 
56 generously sized circular cards (8cm diameter). Age 3+ years
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Jumbo Emotions
YD1071 Set of 8 $59.95

This set of tactile emotion stones has been developed especially for young 
learners. Set includes 8 large stones that are perfect for small hands to explore. 
Featuring the four emotions that young children most readily identify and 
experience – happy, sad, surprised and angry. The set includes two examples 
of each feeling so they can use them for matching activities. Durable and 
washable, they are cast from a unique replica stone mix and can be used 
outdoors and in sand and water. Each stone measures approx. 7cm.

Game of Emotions
RO4087     $119.95

This game lowers the barriers 
on talking about feelings. 
Children learn to express 
their own emotions, to be 
open to the emotions of 
other children and to learn 
to respect these emotions. 
They learn to give and 
receive compliments. 
To express the various 
emotions, the children can 
use di� erent styles of 
expression such as drawing, rhythm and music, body expression and just talking 
about things that happened. The game is played with one counter. Throw the 
dice in turn and take a card that matches the face on which the counter lands. 
Give the card to one of the other players. The person receiving the card
is invited to express his particular emotion and responds to the card as 
indicated by the assignment on the other side. Suitable for 2-4 players. 
Size: 39(L) x 39(W) x 4.8(H)cm. 

Mirror Me Expressions Game
BS1701     $69.95

Mirror Me is an emotional literacy puzzle. Children can change the eyes and 
the mouths and make many di� erent combinations of emotions. Wooden 
puzzle measures 30 x 40cm. Age 3+ years

Emotions Game
BS1704     $54.95

Children can easily learn about human emotions through role play with the 
wooden Emotions Face Paddles Game. Take turns to spin the spinner and 
enact the emotion indicated on the spinner using the appropriate wooden 
face paddle. Easy to change from child to child as they pass the spinner 
around. A great game for lots of children. Emotions represented include 
Happy, Sad, Angry, Scared, Laughing and Surprised.Size: 20(L) x 30(W) x 5(H). 
Age 3+ years

Social & Emotional    Inclusive Education

My Feelings
PK21010    $39.95

The My Feelings Centre helps children identify emotional 
states both in themselves and others. 36 scenarios 
pictured in the My Feelings booklet helps 
children to understand feelings and 
reactions to di� erent situations. Child can 
imitate di� erent expressions in the mirror so they 
can recognise their own expressions. Educators can also 
take photos of their children’s di� erent facial expressions and 
then put them onto the My Feelings learning board. This training helps 
children develop their social interaction skills. Includes 1 x My 
Feelings Learning Board and a My Feelings booklet (36 pages).  
Size: 44.5(L) x 31.8cm(W).

2+
yrs

2+
yrs

Front

Back
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2+
yrs

Inclusive Education  Language & Communication

Flashcards
OC019 50 cards $24.95

Use these 50 double-sided fl ashcards to help young children develop early 
reading and number skills. Each card features a bright illustration together 
with the word identifying what is pictured. On the reverse of each card is 
the word printed on its own. Size: 19(L) x 14(W)cm. Age 3+ years

Let’s Talk Behaviour Practical Book
YD3022     $44.95

Drawing on over 30 years’ experience, Wendy Usher shares practical ideas 
and suggestions to promote e� ective communication and encourage positive 
behaviour. Taking a child-centred approach, she looks at the possible 
reasons for behaviour, such as an underlying impairment or sensory overload, 
and explores what support can be o� ered to children experiencing such 
di®  culties. Size A4. 65 Pages

Let’s Get Talking Practical Book
YD3018    $44.95

This practical book provides a wealth of exciting ideas to boost the 
communication skills of children. Each page features an engaging activity that 
is easy to set up and o� ers options for simpler, harder and extension activities. 
Games can be played with individuals, in pairs and in small groups throughout 
any early years and primary setting. Size A4. 50 pages.

Supporting Quiet Children Practical Book
YD3017     $44.95

Help reluctant talkers become confi dent talkers. This book focuses on quiet, 
shy and sensitive children and those with extreme anxiety about talking. The 
detailed introduction explains why some children need support and explains 
some of the reasons that can cause a reluctance to communicate. It includes 
40 exciting tried and tested activities and provides straightforward advise on 
how you can create a positive and supportive atmosphere in your setting. 
Size A4. 52 pages.

Trainging 2s – My Picture Diary
PK21027    $34.95

My Picture Diary helps children develop organisation, sequencing and language skills. Children can organise their 
own diary using 20 daily activity cards. Select the planned activities and put the cards into pockets according 
to the sequence. This helps children understand what to do and what will come next. Children can then 
describe what they have done, which helps improve their communication and language skills. Includes 
1 diary board, 20 daily activity cards and 6 weather cards. Size: 31.5(W) x 37.2(H)cm.
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Language & Communication  Inclusive Education

Talking Tubes Set
CT3952-2 Set of 2 $76.95

Talking Tubes can be used in any early years setting, both indoors and 
outdoors. Develops communication and social skills, and can be used 
to communicate through di� erent rooms and environments. 
Includes 2 sets – each set consists of 4 handsets and  
6 metres of fl exible tubing. Handsets plug into ends of tubing.

Rainbow Talking Boxes
TTS0147 Set of 6 $87.95

Open the lid and listen to the secret message…
what will be in the box today? Hold down the 
button and record your own special message for 
a friend. Decorate your Rainbow Talking Box with 
your choice of pictures or words in any colour. 
A fun and unique way to develop confi dence in 
speaking and listening skills in young children. 
The boxes have a light sensor that activates the 
recorded message as the lid is opened and have 
a dry-wipe surface for easy decoration. Pack of 6 
boxes in vibrant colours, with concealed batteries. 
Warning: Contains coin/button battery. Hazardous 
if swallowed. Age 3+ years

Talking Point Recorder
TTS551 Pack of 6 coloured – 10 seconds $109.95
TTS090 Pack of 5 black – 30 seconds  $114.95

A simple recording device that allows children to record their voice and 
play it back at a touch of a button! Ideal for speaking and listening activities. 
Can be easily mounted with photos and pictures for an interactive 
display. Each device is 4.5cm. Replaceable LR44 batteries are included. 
Warning: Contains coin/button battery. Hazardous if swallowed. Age 3+ years

TTS090

TTS551

Touch 
button

Light 
activated

$85.90

$7695
SAVE $8.95

Talking Point Recorder Kit
TTS551K    $199.95

Kit includes Talking Recorders - 30 sec - Set of 5 (TTS090) and Talking 
Recorders - 10 sec - Set of 6 (TTS551).

$224.90

$19995
SAVE $24.95
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Inclusive Education  Memory & Visual Perception

Orchard Toys  
– Shopping List  
& Lunch Box Game Set
OCKIT06    $49.95

Enhance logical thinking and improve visual and communication skills. Kit 
includes Orchard Toys Shopping List Game (OC003) and Orchard Toys Lunch 
Box Game (OC020).

$53.25

$4995
SAVE $3.30

OC003

I Spy Visual Perception Games
UGKIT01 Set of 2  $41.95

The ultimate visual find it game pack where children enjoy trying to spot the 
image among a busy scene. Kit includes I Spy Bingo Game (UG6108) and 
 I Spy Eagle Eye Game (UG6120).

$44.95

$4195
SAVE $3.00

UG6108

UG6120

Wooden Memory Pairs Combo Set
FRKIT17    $54.95

Visual memory helps children with pre comprehension skills. Kit includes 
Wooden Matching Game (FR3000) and Shapes Wooden Memory Pairs  
Game (FR3007) with 2 calico storage bags included. Size: wooden  
disc 5cm(D). 

$59.90

$5495
SAVE $4.95

FR3007

FR3000

2+
yrs

Lacing Colour Sequence Beads Set 
ZZ0045    $79.95

Ideal for teaching patterns and sequencing skills. Set includes brightly 
coloured set of 96 beads, 12 strings and 18 double-sided work cards. Work 
cards are colour coded in 3 levels of di®culty. Children add missing bead(s) to 
complete the sequence on the work cards. Beads measure 2.5cm square and 
laces are 30cm long. Ages 3+ years

Patterning 
skills

OC020
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Memory & Visual Perception  Inclusive Education

Domino Classics Game
PTP005    $59.95

Playing dominoes helps children with simple classifi cation and sorting. 
These extra-large domino pieces make it easy for small hands to grip 
and use. The bright and colourful images encourage active 
participation. 36 pieces. Calico storage bag included. Piece size 
13 x 6cm. Ages 18+ months

Junior Lotto Classics Game
PTP007    $59.95

Bright colourful images and large easy to handle pieces make this game 
perfect for a fi rst memory recollection game. Each board features di� erent 
images and the matching tiles are scattered face down. Children will quickly 
improve their memory skills as they search for the correct “matching” picture 
on their game board. The game also encourages group participation 
and interaction. Game includes 4 lotto boards (20 x 20cm) and 16 
matching pieces (8 x 8cm) and a calico storage bag. Ages 18+ months

Lotto Classics Game
PTP006    $59.95

This memory match game helps to develop memory retention skills for young 
children. The extra-large 32 tiles are scattered on a table and each child takes 
it in turn to match the tiles with the pictures on their game board. The size of 
the pieces and the bright and colour images encourage interaction, 
language development and group play. Game includes 4 game 
boards (20 x 30cm) and 32 wooden tiles (9 x 9cm) and a calico 
storage bag. Ages 18+ months

Junior Memory Match Classics Game
PTP008    $59.95

This memory match game helps to develop memory retention skills for young 
children. The extra-large 32 tiles are scattered on a table and each child takes 
it in turn to match the tiles with the pictures on their game board. The size of 
the pieces and the bright and colour images encourage interaction, 
language development and group play. Game includes 4 game 
boards (20 x 30cm) and 32 wooden tiles (9 x 9cm) and a calico 
storage bag. Ages 18+ months

9cm
13cm

20
cm

9
cm

8c
m
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Inclusive Education  Fine Motor Skills

Dressing Frames Kit
LS371K Set of 6 $179.95

Kit includes Zip, Snap & Button Dressing Frames – Set of 3 (LS371D) and Buckle, 
Lace & Tie Dressing Frames – Set of 3 (LS372D). Contents may vary.

$219.90

$17995
SAVE $39.95

2-in-1 Dress Up Doll
PK21011    $50.95

Enhance a child’s ability for self-care, self-confi dence and to train fi ne motor 
skills. Learning dressing skills establishes good habits and develops a sense 
of responsibility. Children can practise zipping, tying and buttoning with 
2-in-1 Dress Up Doll. Buttons are designed in two sizes, which can be used 
to practise in di� erent levels of di®  culty. Child-sized buttons that can make the 
dressing training simpler and easier and boosts self-confi dence. 
Dressing skills enable precision movements, train fi ne motor 
skills and hand-eye coordination. Size: 55(L) x 22(W) x 4cm thick.

Buckle, Lace & Tie Dressing Frames
LS372D Set of 3 $109.95

The sturdy, lightweight frames feature buckles and laces for threading and 
tying, so they’re perfect for little hands. The solid hardwood frames feature 
thickly padded, double-sewn covers for years of classroom use! 
Set of 3 frames; each measures 22.8 x 28cm. Comes in a vinyl pouch. 
Ages 3+ years

Zip, Snap & Button Dressing Frames
LS371D Set of 3 $109.95

These cleverly crafted dressing frames encourage beginners to practise 
dressing skills and develop fi nger dexterity! The sturdy, lightweight frames 
feature zips, and extra-large snaps and buttons for little hands. 
The solid hardwood frames feature thickly padded, double-sewn 
covers for years of classroom use! Set of 3 frames; each measures 
22.8 x 28cm. Comes in a vinyl pouch. Ages 3+ years

Wooden 
Lacing Sneakers
MND3018-2 Set of 2 $46.95

Few things will give young children 
more satisfaction than mastering 
shoe lacing and tying skills. This 
wooden, high-top sneaker will make 
practising fun and help the child 
reach this developmental milestone. 
It measures approximately 
20 x 13cm. Ages 3+ years

2+
yrs

$53.90

$4695
SAVE $6.95

Reverse
side

Buckle Lace Tie Zip Snap Button
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Lock Activity Box
KAL005 Each $64.95

This Activity Box is a wonderful way to amuse young and curious minds, watch 
the delight on a child’s face as they explore the various catches and openings. 
Perfect for developing fi ne motor skills and dexterity. Size: wooden box 
measures 20(L) x 12(W) x 17(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

Fine Motor Skills  Inclusive Education

Long Loop Easi-Grip Scissors Set
PS22K Set of 2 $32.95

High-quality Peta 20cm(L) scissors with safe, round-ended stainless steel 
blades. The scissors can be held in the fi ngers by placing them through 
the loop. Alternatively, for those with limited hand movements, fi ngers can 
be placed over the long loop. The scissors come fi tted with safety blade 
protectors.

Mounted Tabletop Scissor
PS01PB Each $59.95

Designed for use by those with very limited strength and control, or for use 
one-handed. Simply push the paper or card along the base until in position, 
then push down the “T” shaped handle to cut. The hidden spring will 
automatically reopen the blades in readiness for the next cut. The plastic base 
with rubber feet is lightweight, yet stable. Supplied in handy zip 
case for easy storage.

Stick Six
FBT1221 Each $49.95

Stick Six encourages early strategy, fi ne motor skills and planning. Stick the 
suction cups to the translucent honeycomb board and try to get six in a row 
before your opponent! Board spins so all players can play from the front or for 
2-player games, one player can play on each side of the translucent board. 
This seemingly simple game can be as complex as the strategies of the 
players, so it’s great for family play and players of di� erent ages. Suction cups 
can be gently washed with soap and water to renew the stickiness. Includes 
spinning translucent game board with stand, four colours of hexagonal suction 
pieces (256 total). 2-4 players. Ages 6+ years

SAVE

$295

Set of 

2

Wind Up Emma Set
PK21008    $32.95

This hands-on and delightful toy is specially designed to train the fi ne motor 
movements of fi ngers. Wind Up Emma comes with a walking chicken and four 
keys. Select any one key and wind up Emma; Key 1 is for thumb and forefi nger, 
Key 2 is for fi rst three fi ngers and preparation for writing, Key 3 is for wrist and arm 
movements and Key 4 is for fi ne movements of fi rst three fi ngers. Place Emma 
into the picture box and let her walk until she stops on an instruction 
picture printed. Follow that instruction picture to perform the action. 
Size: Emma 6.7(W) x 6.7(D) x 7cm(H). Ages 3+ years

Squigz Construction Set
FBT0882    $69.95

Connecting to each other and to any solid, non-porous surface - Squigz are 
a species all to their own. They fl ex and stick and create a ‘POP’ when prized 
apart. Squigz leave no residue and are a fun, safe suction construction. 50 
pieces included. Age: 3+ years

Flex, stick 
& pop!
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Inclusive Education  Oral Motor Development

$51.80

$4995
SAVE $1.85

$113.90

$9995
SAVE $13.95

Bubbles Oral 
Development Kit
CB824K    $55.95

Bubble blowing is a fun and helpful activity for 
development mouth muscles. This kit includes 
a 2L bubble solution, set of 24 bubble wands 
and set of 6 plastic bowls. Ages 3+ years

$62.85

$5595
SAVE $6.90

Oral Muscle Teether
PK21015-4 Pack of 4 $49.95
PK21015 Each $12.95

This easy to hold teether will help train mouth and jaw muscles. Mouth muscles are closely related to the 
skill of speech and articulation. The normal swallowing action requires coordination of jaws and tongue.

Rolling 4 Fun
WY1509-2 Set of 2 $99.95
WY1509 Each  $56.95

Spin, roll, tip and balance the ball along four di� erent 
routes with Rolling 4 Fun. Enhance children’s visual 
tracking and concentration, improve their fl exibility 
and develop fi ne motor skills from their arms to 
their fi ngertips. Contains 1 x four-sided 
track (28(L) x 25(W) x 4.5(H)cm) and 
2 x balls (2.9 and 3 cm). Ages 3+ years 
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Gross Motor Skills   Inclusive Education

Hand-Held Rotation Board
WY010 Each $89.95

The child sits on the rotations disc with his/her hands on the handles. Using 
the hands to rotate from side to side the child will use his/her balance 
skills and improve on them. This rotations disc measures 48cm in 
diameter. Maximum weight capacity is 40kg. Ages 3+ years

Carousel Balance Disc
GJ2167    $199.95

Exciting mini carousel giving 
children a real spin! The 
plastic seat measuring 56cm 
in diameter, is placed at a 
slight angle to allow the child 
to propel the carousel by 
shifting the body’s centre of 
gravity. Younger children are 
also able to set the seat in 
motion by pushing o�  with 
their feet. The seat has a 
thick edge to make it easy 
for children to get a good 
grip and hold on when the 
carousel is moving. Playing 
with the carousel strengthens 
muscles. Ages 3 to 10 years

Vestibular
stimulation

Getting Physical 
Gross Motor Skills Kit
WY944K $399.95

The getting physical gross motor skills 
kit is a fantastic kit for multiple activities 
for both individuals and groups. Kit 
includes 6 skipping ropes of adjustable 
length, 2, scooter boards, 4 jumping 
bouncing balls (2 x 40cm, 2 x 55cm 
dia.), and a set of 6 high grade jumping 
sacks. The kit also includes a team 
walker, which can be used by a group of 
separated into 4 individual walker pairs.

$459.55

$39995
SAVE $59.60

Throw N Hit
PK21029     $59.95

Throw N Hit is a very useful and playful indoor training tool to develop gross 
motor skills, balance and posture. It can also help release children’s anxiety 
and anger to keep them emotionally stable. Hang the target mat onto a sturdy 
and stable place such as the wall or a door. Then, toss the bean bags to the 
matching colour area. Includes target mat and 4 bean bags. Target mat 
measures 50(W) x 60(H) cm and bean bag 9(W) x 9(H) x 3(D)cm. Made 
of fabric. Ages 2+ years

Teeter Popper Rocker
FBT0952   $59.95

An innovative balance and movement tool for children. How it is used is up to 
the players. Whether they rock it, roll it, sit in it or stand... kids want to move 
with the Popper Rocker! Popper Rocker improves core strength, stability, leg 
strength, balance, coordination and gross-motor skills. Measures 70cm long. 
Weight limit 48kg. Age: 3+ years
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Inclusive Education  Gross Motor Skills  

Design Skin – House Tent
DESK005    $489.95

Provide time and space for babies and toddlers in this cosy tent that can be
transformed into a play mat. This creative mat is both safe and comfortable
for children to explore and discover. Featuring an outer waterproof material
and a unique softness. The inner Soft Energy Pad is made from compressed
nontoxic foam for excellent strength and stability. Colour: Fruits. 
Size: fl atmat 240(L) x 135(W) x 4cm thick, tent 135(L) x 75cm(H). 
Ages approximately up to 6 years.

Design Skin – Candy Mat
DESK004    $399.95

This beautiful play mat is safe, functional and versatile. A four 
stage foldable play mat featuring a non-toxic waterproof material outer 
with a Soft Energy Pad inner. Folds neatly for a handy bench seat and space saving 
storage. Red soft toy not included. Colour: Fruits. Size: 240(L) x 135(W) x 4cm thick. 
Ages approximately up to 6 years

Peek-a-boo 
door

Design Skin 
– Slide & Steps Combo
DESK010    $279.95

This ideal combination of steps 
and slide encourage children 
to explore through crawling, stepping 
and sliding. Made from a non-toxic foam 
that is very elastic, resilient and durable. 
Material outer is wipe-clean, strong and 
soft to touch. Colour: red and orange. 
Size: 72(L) x 40(W) x 23.5cm(H). 
Ages approximately up to 3 years
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Gross Motor Skills   Inclusive Education

WePlay – Rainbow River Stones & Bean Bag Kit
WY0008K     $239.95

Enourage balance and interactive gross motor skills and games. Kit includes Rainbow River Stone - Set of 6 
(WY0008) and Weplay Large Bean Bags - Set of 10 (WY096). 

$265.90

$23995
SAVE $25.95

Rainbow River Stones
WY0008   Set of 6  $199.95

A set of six rainbow river stones in three di� erent sizes and textures. An 
interactive game that can have multiple layout designs by rotating the pieces 
or stacking them. It improves motor skills and self-confi dence in children. The 
largest stone is 13cm high and 40cm in diameter. There are 2 pieces of each 
stone and the maximum weight capacity is 80kg. Multiples shown. Ages 3+ years

Large Bean Bag
WY096 Set of 10 $65.95

Brightly coloured set of 10 bean bags have a double layer to prevent leaking. 
They can be used for throwing, catching and counting activities. An essential 
part of any physical education kit, the soft nature of the bags makes them easier 
to use inside with less risk to property. Also, the bags stay where they are 
thrown as they essentially collapse in the location where they are thrown, 
not rolling away or bouncing like a ball will. Ages 3+ years

Whally Board – Blue
WY1005-BK Set of 2 $179.95
WY1005-B Each $99.95

Inspired by a jumping fi sh, Weplay Whally Board is 
textured with waves and bubbles on the surface 
to provide children with tactile stimulations to feet 
and inspire the imagination of fi sh roaming freely in 
water. This ergonomic balance board is designed 
for young children either to sit in or stand on 
for a fun rock balancing game. Maximum 
loading 60kg. Board measures 
62(L) x 39.5(W) x 17(H)cm.

18+
mths

Teacher’s 
choice

Set of 2
$199.90

$17995
SAVE $19.95

Rainbow Tunnel & Ball Kit
TTS62237-B     $249.95

A fantastic sensory adventure awaits with this colourful kit including the Rainbow Tunnel 
and Tactile Ball Set of 6. Size: tunnel 150 (L) x 60(W) x 70cm(H), balls average 11cm(D). Ages 3+ years

$275.90

$24995
SAVE $25.95

Rainbow Tunnel
TTS6237     $189.95

Children will love exploring this 
inviting space indoors and out. Just 
remove this tunnel from the bag and 
it opens up to create this lovely rainbow 
space to crawl through. The base 
is lined with a removable, soft 
fabric mat. Made from polyester. 
Size: 180(L) x 60(W) x 60 (H)cm. 
All ages.

Soft 
crawling mat 

included
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Save with our  Value Packs

WePlay - Rocking Bowl & Bean Bags Kit
WY2004CK Kit $239.95

A sensory combination of rocking movement and soft playful bean bags. Kit includes Clear 
Rocking Bowl (WY2004C) and Bean Bags Set of 10 (WY096). 

$265.90

$23995
SAVE $25.95

Triangular Dark Den
TTS6085 Each $139.95

A new take on the classic Dark Den is this triangular Dark Den. The double 
nylon skin blocks out the light and there is a flap door covering the entrance. 
Great for sensory exploration and using torches and glow in the dark 
resources, or use as a cosy space for children to retreat to. Why not decorate 
the exterior of the Triangular Dark Den to suit di�erent themes with fabrics and 
create a teepee. Size: 150cm square. Ages 3+ years

$169.95
NOW ONLY 
$13995

SAVE  
$30.00

Calming Shoulder Pad
PK21001-2 Set of 2 $75.95
PK21001 Each $43.95

Improve focus and concentration with this weighted shoulder pad. Some 
children may be easily distracted by the external environment. Put the weighted 
pad on your child’s shoulders. This can enhance his/her proprioception and 
increase the awareness of the position of his/her body. It can improve sensory 
processing and concentration.It can also give your child a sense of security,  
help him stay calm and reduce anxiety. Weight 0.78kg. Size: 26(L) x 42cm(W). 
Ages 3+ years

Buy  
set of 2 

and  
SAVE 

$11.95

MTASPEC17
P 1800 251 497  F 1800 151 492  teaching.com.au
Prices exclude GSTFree Freight Just add $200 of Art & Craft, Stationery  

or Health & Hygiene to your order
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